Topia Mobility Check-Ins
Enhance employee experience,
increase engagement and drive
continuous improvement

Benefits
• View immediate insight into
employee satisfaction

Understanding employee experiences during their mobility journey is
critical to retaining top talent. Topia’s Mobility Check-Ins enables employees
to easily provide feedback at six designated touchpoints of their mobility
journey. This will enable HR teams to have an immediate view of employee
satisfaction and a real-time view of the performance of their mobility
program - allowing businesses to react and retain top talent. This rich data
can feed into organizational KPIs and power cross-company benchmarks on
what is and isn’t working in today’s mobility programs.

6 Weeks
Pre-Start

30 Days
at Host

6 Months
at Host

• Identify timely, actionable
feedback on your global
mobility process
• Highlight how supported
employees feel throughout
the entire process
• Unlock industry benchmarking

Get immediate, actionable insights into employee satisfaction at six
significant stages of the global mobility journey:

Post Mobility
Briefing

• Drive alignment through
enhanced employee
engagement

Every
12 Months
at Host

6 Weeks
Post
Repatriation

Key Capabilities
Quick, easy, and user-friendly questionnaires: Short
feedback forms at six designated touch points will help
Global Mobility teams understand whether your mobile
workforce has the support and knowledge they need
before, during, and after their mobility journey.

Improve employee engagement: Enables Global
Mobility to collect valuable feedback throughout an
employee’s mobility journey and boost the level of
engagement between HR, Global Mobility and your
mobile employee population.

Connect fragmented data: Link your employee mobility
data with broader HRIS information in a single view.
Combine satisfaction data with performance ratings
and unlock new insights - driving your talent strategy
forward. Avoid the risk of assignees slipping through the
cracks of fragmented global system and ensure mobility
teams have a comprehensive view.

Real-time insights to employee satisfaction: Instant
access to easy-to-understand reporting and analytic
dashboards will highlight program successes, identify
areas for improvement and reduce the risk of costly
assignment failure.

Drive continuous improvement: Mobility teams have
an immediate view into employee satisfaction and the
performance of various aspects of the mobility program,
providing rich information for improvement opportunities
and feeding into organizational KPIs.
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